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The copper kettle from Michael Ancher's The Girl with Sunflowers. 
1893. Here with a registration card from The National Museum of 
Denmark. Art Museums of Skagen.

Michael Ancher: The Girl with the Sunflowers. 1893. 
Art Museums of Skagen.

New exhibition: the Ancher family’s hidden 
and forgotten treasures in a new setting 
Experience a string of gems as Anna, Michael, and Helga Ancher’s hidden and 
forgotten treasures will be shown at Skagens Museum this coming winter – for the 
first time in combination with the artist family’s well-known works. 

Anchers Hus is brimming with iconic objects and this winter, a special selection 
will be shown at Skagens Museum for the first time in combination with the artist 
family’s well-known works. The exhibition Ancher – Life and Art opens on 15 October 
2022, presenting a number of the many hidden and forgotten treasures that have 
emerged from the artists’ Skagen home during recent collection reviews along 
with the many new narratives that they bring. 

The copper kettle from Michael Ancher’s breakthrough work Girl with Sunflowers, 
his wedding ring, Anna Ancher’s painter’s smock, her diploma from the World 
Exhibition in 1900, sketches for the couple’s works, photos, letters, Helga Ancher’s 
drawing books, and the print of the Virgin Mary seen in Anna Ancher’s acclaimed 
Sunlight in the Blue Room are just some of the objects which will shed new light on 
the links between the life and art of the Ancher family.



Anna and Michael Ancher: Judgement of a Day's Work. 1883. 
Deposit, National Gallery of Denmark. Art Museums of Skagen.

Michael Ancher's wedding ring.
Art Museums of Skagen.

A real treasure hunt 
The exhibition is a milestone in the Art Museums of Skagen’s work with Anchers 
Hus: all furnishings have been registered. The house has been thoroughly sear-
ched over several years and all visible and concealed objects have been docu-
mented, photographed, and given an inventory number as part of an extensive 
collection review. A review in which both visible and concealed objects were 
registered for the first time – a real treasure hunt. 

The curator Andreas Bjerre headed the project and has looked through drawers 
and cabinets, shaken quilts, looked behind curtains, and wormed his way through 
the attic crawl spaces in the home of one of the most famous artist couples in the 
history of Danish art. Sometimes, days were passed registering coffee cups and 
damask tablecloths, while other days turned up unforgettable finds. 

For example, Michael Ancher’s wedding ring was discovered at the bottom of a 
large, nailed-down wooden trunk buried under dusty carpets, pillows, and towels.
 In other words, Bjerre has helped map out and register a lifetime of personal 
effects and has become very close to the residents of this house in the process, 
despite being separated from them in time: ’Anna and Michael Ancher’s artworks 
depict their home environment – each other and their home – with recognisable 
motifs from way back in time.’

’When one stands looking at the particular chair that Michael sat in when painting, 
or the brush that traced Anna’s specific brushwork, one gets a truly unique sense 
of their authenticity, and this is the experience we’d like to pass on to museum 
visitors,’ says Bjerre.



New narratives 
Ancher – Life and Art shows links between objects and works of art, thus creating 
more stories about the Ancher family. The process from sketches to finished pain-
tings is traced, elaborated in the letters concerning their sale and, in turn, loans 
with a view to showing them. Like a jigsaw puzzle, the painter’s smock, pochade 
box, and easel suddenly show a complete picture. Furthermore, the exhibition 
provides new perspectives on the otherwise reticent Helga Ancher. 

Practically the only existing material about her is biographical, but a peep into her 
hidey-holes reveals a person who cared about animals, was well-informed inter-
nationally, and acutely aware of her own heritage. Treasures and works of art are 
presented in a vivid scenography designed by Stine Friese, where children and 
adults alike can explore the works of art, peep shows, unique objects, and photos. 
Experience all this, and more, in an exhibition tracing the life and art of the Ancher 
family.
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Curator and historian, Art Museums of Skagen
Tlf. 92 82 92 21 / abj@skagenskunstmuseer.dk

Anna Ancher's smock.
Art Museums of Skagen.

76 brushes in varying sizes from Michael 
Ancher's studio. Art Museums of Skagen.

Anna Ancher painting in her smock.
Art Museums of Skagen.



Collection review at Anchers Hus – facts 
The collection review begun by the Art Museums of Skagen is the first of its kind 
in Anchers Hus to focus on both visible objects and objects concealed in drawers, 
cabinets, crawl spaces, trunks, and boxes.

In 2014, Skagens Museum merged with Anchers Hus and Drachmanns Hus,  
respectively. The museum including the two artists’ homes was renamed the  
Art Museums of Skagen. 

On that occasion, the museum assumed control of all furnishings from these two 
artists’ homes. The furnishings subsequently became part of the museum collection. 

New works of art and objects are entered in a collection by performing a collection 
review and registration process, in which all objects are measured, photographed, 
and documented before being allocated an inventory number. The collection re-
view and registration process in Anchers Hus resulted in around 10,000 inventory 
numbers. 

Iconic objects emerged: for example, Michael Ancher’s wedding ring, the copper 
kettle from one of his major works Girl with Sunflowers (1893), and the print of the 
Virgin Mary seen in Anna Ancher’s famous Sunlight in the Blue Room (1891). 

The collection review uncovered personal effects belonging to Anna Ancher,  
Michael Ancher, Helga Ancher, and Anna Ancher’s family at Brøndum’s Hotel. 

Reviews and partial registrations of furnishings in Anchers Hus 

The National Museum of Denmark 
Curator Inge Mejer Antonsen, conservator Poul Larsson, and furniture designer 
Vibeke Markussen carried out registration work focusing on works of art and visi-
ble objects. Small green sticky labels showing the National Museum of Denmark 
registration numbers were still stuck to some of the objects in the house when 
staff from the Art Museums of Skagen began the most recent collection review. 

The foundation Helga Anchers Fond 
After the death of Helga Ancher, the foundation bearing her name continued the 
work to preserve the house furnishings that were immediately conspicuous, pri-
marily paintings and other art objects. 

Art Museums of Skagen
Skagens Museum merged with Anchers Hus and assumed responsibility for the 
collection in the house.
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Anchers Hus – facts
Anchers Hus was the home of one of the most famous couples in the history of 
Danish art, Michael and Anna Ancher and their daughter Helga. Their house now 
contains an unbelievably well-preserved collection of the family’s possessions, 
furniture, not forgetting their collection of art. Anna and Michael Ancher moved 
into the house at Markvej, Skagen, on 1 May 1884. The house has undergone  
repeated extensions and conversions. The latest extension was designed and 
built in 1913 by the architect Ulrik Plesner, a friend of the Ancher couple. 

Art collection: the house contains the Ancher family’s art collection numbering 
several thousand paintings, sketches, and objects by almost one hundred diffe-
rent artists. At present, some two hundred and fifty of these are still displayed in 
Anchers Hus. 

Helga Ancher lived in the house until Anna Ancher’s death in 1935. She never had 
a family of her own and wanted the house to be preserved as it appeared during 
her parents’ lifetime. Hence she set up the foundation Helga Anchers Fond speci-
fically for this purpose – and the artists’ home opened as a museum in 1967, three 
years after Helga Ancher’s death.

The door knob. Front door of Anchers Hus.
Art Museums of Skagen.



Press photos

Michael Ancher: Christmas Day 1900. 1909
Art Museums of Skagen

Anna and Michael Ancher: Judgement of a Day's Work. 1883. 
Deposit, National Gallery of Denmark. Art Museums of Skagen

All press photos can be downloaded free of charge here:
https://www.skyfish.com/p/skagenskunstmuseer/2143232

Anna Ancher's smock.
Art Museums of Skagen

Photo of Anna Ancher wearing her smock in Krøyer's studio.
Art Museums of Skagen
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The copper kettle from Michael Ancher's The Girl with Sunflowers. 
1893. Here with a registration card from The National Museum of 
Denmark. Art Museums of Skagen.

Michael Ancher: The Girl with the Sunflowers. 1893
Art Museums of Skagen.

Japanese sword. Comes from Michael Ancher's studio. 
Art Museums of Skagen.

Michael Ancher's wedding ring.
Art Museums of Skagen.
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Box of water colours, presumably Helga Anchers.  
Art Museums of Skagen.

Anna Ancher: Sunlight in the Blue Room. 1891
Art Museums of Skagen.

Michael Ancher: A watercolourist. 1896
Art Museums of Skagen.

St. Mary in prayer. Graphic print on paper. Has hung in the blue living 
room at Brøndums Hotel and is reproduced in numerous paintings, 
e.g. Anna Ancher's Sunlight in the Blue Room. 1891. 
Art Museums of Skagen.


